Giant omphalocele: current perspectives
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Abstract: Giant omphalocele (GO) is a congenital ventral abdominal wall defect characterized by a large opening with herniated abdominal organs, including liver, loss of abdominal cavity volume, and other associated congenital anomalies. Treatment of patients with GO represents a major challenge for involved caregivers. Despite significant improvements in neonatal intensive and surgical care over the last decades, the condition is still associated with high mortality rates and a high risk of severe morbidity in survivors. The principles of the earliest attempts to treat GO surgically and conservatively are still easily recognized in the main approaches used today. In this review, we discuss the more recent developments in the treatment of GO, including perioperative management and associated morbidities of the condition.
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Introduction

An omphalocele is a midline ventral abdominal wall defect with herniation of abdominal viscera into a membrane-covered sac consisting of an inner peritoneal layer and an outer layer of amnion. The incidence is estimated at one in 6,000 live births.1 Although no universal consensus on the definition exists, some authors consider the malformation to be a giant omphalocele (GO) when the abdominal wall defect exceeds 5–6 cm in diameter and the sac contains the whole or most of the liver.2 This definition has drawbacks. An omphalocele containing large amounts of liver and/or intestine but with a smaller abdominal wall defect does not fall under this definition, although a primary reposition may not be possible. The definition does not take into account the size of the infant, and the size of the sac itself may also be variable, depending on the state of the child (crying, sleeping, etc) due to variability in intra-abdominal pressure.

In early first trimester, there is a physiological herniation of intestines into the umbilical cord. If the herniated intestines fail to return to the abdominal cavity between 6 weeks and 10 weeks of gestation, an omphalocele occurs.3,4 Therefore, prenatal diagnosis may be made late in first trimester, although it is more common to diagnose the condition on routine scan around 18–20 weeks of gestation.5 The reported incidence in early pregnancy is much higher than at birth due to both spontaneous intrauterine fetal death and pregnancy termination.6,7

The operative treatment of GO and perioperative care of these patients represents a major challenge for the involved caregivers. GO is associated with lung hypoplasia, pulmonary hypertension, other major malformations such as congenital heart defects,
and chromosomal aberrations. The postoperative period is often complicated by abdominal hypertension. The rate of lung hypoplasia in a GO lies between 54% and 70%, with mortality rates reaching 30%–46%.3,9

Whenever possible, primary surgical closure is the method of choice in treating these patients. There have been attempts in predicting feasibility of primary closure based on ratios of omphalocele diameter to biometric measures in prenatally diagnosed exomphalos.10 Even though ratios between volume of herniated organs and size of abdominal cavity might be helpful, other authors suggest that only an attempt of primary closure will show if this is possible or not.11 In a retrospective analysis, Fawley et al calculated omphalocele ratio defined as omphalocele diameter/abdominal circumference in 30 neonates with omphalocele and available prenatal ultrasound scans. In 60% (12/20) of the patients with a ratio <0.26, primary surgical closure was achieved, compared to none in the group with a ratio >0.26. Duration of mechanical ventilation was significantly prolonged in the high-ratio group.12 Reduction of a large omphalocele with a mismatch in volume of herniated organs and size of abdominal cavity may lead to an abdominal compartment syndrome (ACS) due to elevated intra-abdominal pressure with respiratory insufficiency, acute renal failure, hypotension, and intestinal ischemia.13

If the primary closure fails or is not feasible, the two main alternatives are staged repair and conservative treatment with delayed closure. There exist several possible techniques in each group, however, with no leading, preferred method. This was emphasized in the study of van Eijck et al.14 Authors of publications (1967–2009) on operative techniques for GO were asked if their published techniques were still in use in their own center. Almost half of the authors had changed or stopped using the technique after publication, but the change was not to a particular proven better technique. This indicates that there is no general preferred method of treatment for GO and that an individualized approach is often taken. In this article, we present an overview of the past and current techniques used in treating GO, and we briefly discuss the perioperative care and associated morbidities of the condition.

Postnatal considerations
Most infants with a GO require admission to a neonatal intensive care facility after birth due to respiratory insufficiency. In a recently published retrospective analysis, Baerg et al15 confirmed respiratory insufficiency at birth and pulmonary hypertension between 2 days and 7 days after birth to be significant independent factors associated with increased mortality. Depending on the level of respiratory support, an infant could be too instable for surgical intervention.16 In a setting of severe pulmonary compromise and extreme prematurity, further treatment might even be considered futile. Feltman et al17 addressed these issues in a recent publication. It is important to discuss prognosis with parents. If chances of survival or survival without severe morbidity are considered very low, the option of redirection to palliative care could be appropriate; in such a setting, it might be helpful to involve a clinical ethicist.

GO represents a condition with high rates of morbidity and mortality. Danzer et al1 reported severe delays for cognitive, language, and motor outcomes in 40% of patients with GO examined at a median age of 12 months. The mortality rate was 20% in this small collective. Considerably higher rates of mortality and poor neurodevelopmental outcome must be expected when GO is complicated with pulmonary hypoplasia, prematurity, and other malformations. Hence, a thorough search for associated anomalies should be undertaken, including echocardiography and cerebral and abdominal ultrasound. A genetic workup is justified in most cases. Pacilli et al18 reported associated malformations in up to 50% of infants with GO. Risk factors that correlate with poor outcome are large size of defect, rupture of omphalocele sac, low birth weight, low gestational age, additional malformations, and lung hypoplasia.18 There might be an association between defect size and type of additional malformation. Kumar et al19 found intestinal malformations frequently associated with defects <4 cm, whereas cardiac malformations were seen more often in defects >4 cm.

Surgical options
As already mentioned, the three existing surgical options are primary, staged, and delayed repair. If primary repair is not feasible, there is no consensus concerning the best next step. The available literature largely consists of small case-series. Randomized, controlled studies comparing techniques are lacking. Hence, there is low-level evidence on which approach to take. In low-income countries, resources and availability of intensive neonatal care might also affect the decision on which treatment to choose.20,21

Primary repair
Primary repair comprises the reposition of the herniated viscera, resection of the cele wall, and repair of the abdominal layers including the fascia. Advantages are a low infection rate and good chances of early enteral feeding.18 A major
disadvantage is the high risk of ACS. The postoperative monitoring should include regular measurements of intra-abdominal pressure. Intravesical pressure is used as a substitute for direct measurement of intra-abdominal pressure, and it can be measured through a urinary catheter after installation of normal saline (1 mL/kg). In addition, clinical signs of ACS, such as increasing respiratory insufficiency and renal failure, must be sought. The association between elevated ACS, such as increasing respiratory insufficiency and renal failure, must be sought. The association between elevated ACS, such as increasing respiratory insufficiency and renal failure, must be sought. The association between elevated ACS, such as increasing respiratory insufficiency and renal failure, must be sought. The association between elevated ACS, such as increasing respiratory insufficiency and renal failure, must be sought. The association between elevated ACS, such as increasing respiratory insufficiency and renal failure, must be sought. The association between elevated ACS, such as increasing respiratory insufficiency and renal failure, must be sought. The association between elevated ACS, such as increasing respiratory insufficiency and renal failure, must be sought. The association between elevated ACS, such as increasing respiratory insufficiency and renal failure, must be sought.

Some authorities suggest intraoperative stretching of the abdominal wall and emptying of intestinal content (meconium) by squeezing the intestine intraoperatively, but these methods are controversial.

Staged repair
Staged repair includes measures to enhance the volume of the abdominal cavity before closing the abdominal wall as well as closing the abdominal wall in several steps.

The planned hernia was first described by Gross in 1948. A ventral hernia is created as skin closure is attempted over the amnion sac without reduction of omphalocele content. In most cases, secondary definitive closure was accomplished within 6–24 months after primary surgery. Then the question emerges whether a fascial closure is possible with or without a fascial substitute. The sac can be resected or left intact. If the sac is adhesive to the liver, it might have to be left intact. Avoiding manipulation of the intestine will reduce the risk of adhesions and infections, but the mandatory intestinal rotational anomaly will be left untouched.

The Schuster bag was introduced in 1967. Schuster used the method in eleven patients of whom nine survived. The amnion sac is resected, and a polytetrafluoroethylene reinforced sac is fixated to the fascial margin of the defect and suspended above the patient. A partial-to-complete reposition of the herniated viscera results due to gravity. During the course of the next few days, the size of the bag can be reduced. This method leads to a gentle, stepwise reduction of viscera, minimizing the risk of a sudden increase in intra-abdominal pressure and ACS, entities both described by Schuster. This new method was met with initial skepticism, but some years later, its groundbreaking advantages were recognized, including improved survival rates of up to 90%.

Over the years, the technique has experienced minor modifications. In 1969, Allen and Wrenn proposed the utilization of Silastic® bag (Dow Corning Corporation, Auburn, MI, USA). Risk of infection, suture breakdown, dehiscence, and emergence of enterocutaneous fistula are considered disadvantages of this technique. In addition, time necessary to gain the abdominal cavity volume is difficult to predict.

Hong et al introduced sequential ligation of the sac to reduce its volume for a quicker reduction of herniated content. Risby et al evaluated Gore® Dualmesh (Gore, Flagstaff, AZ, USA) in staged repair of abdominal wall defects in a recently published article. Over an 18-year period, Gore Dualmesh was used in 34 patients (27 with gastrochisis and seven with omphalocele), and mesh-related complications were seen in 15% of the patients (four with detachment of mesh and one with ACS). The main advantage according to the authors is the possibility to obtain tension on the fascial edges, avoiding lateralization, which is a problem with the Silastic silo method. When secondary fascial closure is impossible, the mesh may be left in situ to support the build-up of fibrous tissue beneath the mesh, allowing for epithelialization or skin grafting after removal.

Brown et al described the technique of external compression in case of unruptured exomphalos with delayed closure (Delayed External Compression Reduction of Omphalocele). The omphalocele was bandaged under sterile precautions with mild compression and suspension to enable spontaneous reposition. All patients had herniation of liver. Definitive abdominal wall closure was facilitated after 5–6 days. The authors found this method a reasonable alternative to the Silo technique as it requires only one operation, and secondary silo-associated complications could theoretically be avoided.

In placing tissue expanders inside the abdominal cavity or in the subcutaneous or intermuscular layer, a slow increase of the abdominal capacity can be accomplished. One of the advantages compared to silo bag is the avoidance of mechanical pressure on viscera. It also allows for a more precisely controlled increase in intra-abdominal pressure. Martin et al implanted an intra-abdominal tissue expander via Pfannenstiel incision without resection of the cele wall in a newborn baby. In a second child, a tissue expander was implanted laparoscopically after conservative treatment of the GO. De Ugarte et al emphasized the risk of an uncontrolled increase in intra-abdominal pressure that could compromise pulmonary and renal function. Also there is a risk of kinking of the mesenterial vessels that could lead to intestinal ischemia. Therefore, the authors support the concept of implanting the expander device in the abdominal wall rather than intra-abdominally.

If fascial closure is still not possible, tissue expansion substitutes can be used to close or bridge the fascial defect. Materials can be artificial (eg, Gore-Tex™ [W.L. Gore & Associates, Inc. Newark, DE, USA], Prolene-mesh™ [Ethicon, Inc. Somerville, MI, USA]) or biological (eg, bovine acellular pericard patch). They bear the risk of infection with the necessity of removal. Some products are
biodegradable. Long-term studies concerning stability and outcome are lacking.  

Acellular dermal matrices are a group of materials that are used in a broad variety of indications in the field of reconstructive surgery. It provides a collagen matrix to facilitate the migration of own soft tissue cells. The available products are of biological origin (allograft or xenograft: porcine/bovine). Additional skin coverage after growing-in is possible but not mandatory. There are a few reports that document the use of this relatively new technique in the treatment of ventral abdominal defects such as GO. A disadvantage is the high costs of these materials.  

Component separation technique (CST) was first described by Ramirez in 1990. This technique offers the opportunity of a fascial closure without artificial material.  

The approximation of the rectus sheets is facilitated by longitudinal incision of the external oblique muscle fascia and separation of the internal and external oblique muscle in the avascular plane between the two muscles. Van Eijck et al used this technique in ten patients and gained an abdominal wall closure in all their patients without artificial material.  

In a randomized controlled trial, 19 patients treated with CST were compared to 18 patients treated with a prosthetic patch (polytetrafluoroethylene). The CST group showed a high relapse rate of 52% compared to 22% in the patch group, but infection led to removal of the patch in 38%.  

The use of a vacuum-assisted closure device is described in some cases. Suction level was 50–75 mmHg; change of the wound dressing was carried out every 3–5 days. To protect the intestine from the sponge, a nonadhesive sheet is necessary. The definitive wound closure was facilitated via skin transplantation (full thickness/split thickness).  

Baird et al described the use of a dynamic wound closure system (ABRA device, Canica, Ontario, Canada) in a 34-week-old baby after having to leave the abdomen open due to evolving ACS. The authors initially used a silastic bag, but the sutures were torn out of the fascia. After application of the dynamic wound closure system, a relevant reduction of the defect size was accomplished within 3 weeks. Definitive repair was facilitated via CST.  

Delayed repair  

This old-established technique has regained popularity over the last two decades. The delayed repair consists of promoting escharization and spontaneous epithelialization of the cele sac and avoiding infection of the sac. Therefore, the sac is typically desiccated, and substances to promote escharization are applied. Advantages are avoidance of surgery in the neonatal period, intestine is left untouched, and early enteral feeding is usually possible.  

Especially infants with severe pulmonary compromise, premature infants, or others who do not tolerate an increase in abdominal pressure might profit from this method. It is often used in resource-limited areas where the possibility of neonatal intensive care is limited. Disadvantages are potentially long hospital stays and risk of infection. Correction of the resulting ventral hernia can be difficult because the intra-abdominal volume may not increase at the same rate as the viscera prior to definitive closure. To facilitate escharization and prevent infection, the utilized substances should have an antiseptic function. The possibility of absorption and accumulation of potentially toxic agents due to the large surface area is of concern. Various substances have been used for this purpose. Among the first documented to be used for this purpose are alcohol, mercury, and silver nitrate. These were of course abandoned due to toxicity. Application of iodine is still used but controversial because of risk of iodine-induced thyroid dysfunction. Silver sulfadiazine may cause allergic reactions, methemoglobinemia, hemolysis, and argyria.  

The antimicrobial effect of povidone–iodine is excellent and better compared to silver sulfadiazine. Therefore, it was widely used in the conservative treatment of omphalocele. The major disadvantage is the risk of inducing thyroid dysfunction due to absorption of iodine. Whitehouse et al reported six neonates with omphalocele treated with application of povidone–iodine, five patients with 2.5%, and one patient with 1% solution. All patients showed transient elevation of thyroid-stimulating hormone levels, which normalized spontaneously. One child remained hypothyroid but was later diagnosed to have a congenital hypothyroidism.  

Pandey et al followed 25 newborns treated with 5% povidone–iodine solution combined with an antibiotic powder (polymyxin B sulfate, bacitracin zinc, and neomycin). Duration of application was 12.34±2.12 days. Thyroid parameters were measured until day 10 and showed normal levels. Escharization was faster compared to povidone–iodine alone, and no dressing was necessary. Application without dressing might have influenced the amount of iodine absorbed in these cases.  

Silver sulfadiazine is a well-known agent in the treatment of burns. It is low priced, enables a moist environment that facilitates wound healing, and is microbicidal. Several studies verified the effectiveness of silver sulfadiazine in the treatment of omphalocele. In a paper published by Lee et al, 22 omphalocele patients were conservatively treated by application with silver sulfadiazine. Median time to start enteral feeding was 4 days (range 1–19 days), and
median length of stay was 20 days (range 5–239 days). No complications were seen. Nuchtern et al\(^\text{26}\) compared 15 patients with staged repair (silobag) to seven patients with conservative treatment (silver sulfadiazine application). The silver sulfadiazine group was superior regarding length of stay (22 days vs 42 days) and time to start enteral feeding (6 days vs 35 days). In none of the above-mentioned studies, silver serum concentration was measured. Lewis et al\(^\text{49}\) found alarming high blood levels of silver that normalized spontaneously after cessation of the silver sulfadiazine application. No child showed signs of a silver intoxication. Nevertheless, the authors advised against the use of silver sulfadiazine.

As an alternative to the established conservative treatment options, Almond et al proposed the use of a silver-impregnated antimicrobial dressing (Aquacel\(^\text{®}\)Ag, ConvaTec Inc.). It was used as a primary dressing in a patient with GO. Secondary dressing was polyurethane foam with silicone layer (Mepilex\(^\text{®}\), Mölnlycke Health Care). Initially, the dressing was changed every 3 days, later once a week. This could be an advantage compared to silver sulfadiazine and iodine, both of which require daily dressing changes. Risk of silver intoxication might be less pronounced than with silver sulfadiazine due to slower release of silver, but there is no study confirming this.\(^\text{51}\)

There also exist a few reports on cost-efficient substances used in conservative treatment of GO in resource-limited areas. Nicoara et al described the conservative treatment of exomphalos with Manuka honey. It was used in five children; the authors saw no adverse effects. Median time to epithelialization was 63 days. Kouame et al described conservative treatment of GO by using dissodic 2% aqueous eosin in 173 patients over 15 years. Complete epithelialization was accomplished in 70±7 days in 118 patients (68.5%). Infection rate was 18%, and mortality rate was 25.5%. The average hospital stay was 20 days, and the parents continued the treatment at home with outpatient follow-up until complete epithelialization. The authors emphasize the low costs of the treatment.\(^\text{20}\)

In a retrospective study, Mitul et al treated 27 patients with GO conservatively by applying gentian violet, four children died of overwhelming sepsis. Enteral feeding was started at days 3–7 of life; the skin closure was completed after 4–6 weeks. No adverse effects were seen, and the authors recommended this treatment because of its very low costs.\(^\text{21}\)

**Conclusion**

The first reports of primary surgical closure of omphalocele, as well as the conservative approach in large omphalocles, emerge around 1870–1900. Cunningham\(^\text{46}\) published one of the first review papers on exomphalos and assumed that there was a tendency to report only the successful outcomes in those early years. He considered the figures of Gross\(^\text{24}\) to give a more true picture. Gross reported a mortality of 37%
in a series of patients accepted for surgery from 1940 to 1950. A clear distinction between omphalocele and GO is not given in these early publications. Nonetheless, the surgical techniques developed and the clinical considerations undertaken by these early pioneers, such as whether primary, staged, or delayed repair would be the best option, can be considered fundamentals of the current practice.

Since these early attempts to treat exomphalos, the emergence of a new medical field – neonatal intensive care – together with further development of surgical and conservative techniques, has led to major improvements in the care of patients with GO. However, the condition, often accompanied by other congenital malformations and/or pulmonary hypoplasia, is still associated with high mortality rates and significant morbidity in survivors. Although most clinicians are faced with the initial question whether a primary, staged, or delayed repair would be the right approach, the multitude of options in each group does show that no single technique has proven to be superior. The rarity of the malformation also makes it challenging to conduct studies comparing different approaches. Accordingly, each patient demands an individual approach. Is the infant stable enough to tolerate anesthesia and surgery? Can the herniated organs be reduced in one step? Is the omphalocele sac intact and robust enough to withstand an attempt of delayed repair? These are questions that have to be asked each time facing an infant with a GO (Figure 1).

There are few publications regarding short- and long-term outcomes in these patient groups. Peranteau et al53 reported systemic hypertension requiring antihypertensive medications in a subgroup of infants born with GO, considering it a potential comorbidity requiring attention. Abnormality in pulmonary function found in GO survivors at a mean age of 19.3 months included lung volume restriction, increased likelihood of airway responsiveness, and reduced respiratory system-specific compliance.54 As already mentioned, high rates of severe neurodevelopmental delays have been reported in survivors of GO.1 Not surprisingly, Danzer et al reported prolonged ventilator support, high-frequency oscillatory ventilation, tracheostomy placement, oxygen supplementation at day 30 of life, pulmonary hypertension, delayed enteral feeding, need for feeding tube, abnormal hearing screen, and prolonged hospitalization as predictors of lower neurodevelopmental scores at a median age of 24 months.55 Autism, associated with delays in cognitive and language outcomes, was suspected/confirmed in 13% of the patients. Hypotonicity was found in 55% of survivors and was, together with delayed stage closure and older age at final repair, associated with motor dysfunction.

Reports suggesting neurodevelopmental impairment in more than half of GO survivors call for increased awareness of need for support and follow-up of this patient group beyond the first years of life.55 Moreover, further studies on outcome beyond early childhood are lacking.

Although sparse in amount, all studies on short- and long-term outcomes in GO survivors emphasize the importance of regular and standardized somatic and neurodevelopmental evaluation throughout childhood of these patient groups with the scope of identifying those who might benefit from early intervention, special education, and rehabilitation measures.1,54,55
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